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“In my new book, I aim to
light a path of resilience,
intertwining my journey with
empowering solutions. My
story becomes a guiding
light for those who have
endured childhood abuse.
Through shared experiences  
and observations, I offer
solace and a roadmap to
renewed strength and
unbreakable spirit.”





Dr. Gail James is a beacon of
transformative healing and empowering

wisdom, and her latest book, ‘From the Pit
to the Palace: My Rise from Pain to

Purpose,’ unequivocally reflects that. With
a style that is at once compassionate and
intellectually rigorous, Dr. Gail takes her

readers on a transformative journey from
suffering to resilience. 

This book is groundbreaking indeed. It sets
a new paradigm in how we address and
overcome trauma. It is a must-read for

anyone navigating the complexities of life’s
challenges as it serves as an uplifting guide
to actualizing one’s full potential. If you’re
seeking a resource that is both emotionally
enriching and practically effective, look no

further. This book is a clarion call to
empowerment.

Wow, ‘From the Pit to the
Palace’ is a compelling

transformation journey. Dr.
Gail James' story reminds us

of the power of resilience.

It will lift you, inspire you,
and encourage you to RISE

UP from the ashes of
whatever has you bound and

move forward. 

Ambassador 
Dr. Nephetina Serrano

The Marriage CEO, 
Covenant Rescue 911

Review

Review

Dr. Kishma George
Editor-in-Chief, Kish Magazine



For anyone who has experienced trauma, the memory
recall from these violent experiences will remain unless

professional help is received. We must realize that we are
not designed to manage the weight of rape and

molestation after being abused and used on our own. We
need help to break free from our past and must not be

afraid to ask for it or receive it when it comes.

Trauma from past relationships and even our childhood
threatens to hold us hostage and restrict us from being

free. It can delimit us as we build walls to protect us, and
then we become prisoners of our thoughts. Our lives

are not fulfilled, and we need to walk out our purpose. This
can cause us to behave in a way that is not particularly in
line with who we are. We can react disproportionately to

the context of a situation because we are not operating in
logic but in fear.

Excerpt

Dr. Telishia Berry
Editor-in-Chief, Courageous Woman Magazine

“From the Pit to the Palace: My Rise
from Pain to Purpose” is a poignant

memoir that beautifully illustrates the
resilience of the human spirit. Through

compelling storytelling, it conveys a
powerful message of hope, inspiring

readers to transform their own adversity
into purpose-driven success.

Vanessa I. Farrell MPH, MCES
Best Selling Author, CEO & Founder 
VI Health & Wellness Coaching, LLC. 

From The Pit To The Palace is a riveting
journey of courage and triumph against
insurmountable odds. Dr. Gail James’s

story is a testament to the amazing works
and promises of God. He has truly given

her beauty for ashes. 

Endorsements

There are moments in our lives that are surreal. It’s as though you’re
having an out-of-body experience. Your senses are elevated, and

everything seems to move in slow motion. You may notice and even
remember the little details from prior encounters. I experienced these

things and more during one of the most frightening moments of my life.

Our behaviors can be passive-aggressive by responding in pessimistic
and unproductive ways. We can become toxic, spewing venom and not
even realizing it is happening until we are made aware of it. Sometimes,

we may be caught up in a strength paradox and somehow forget two
powerful tools to help us navigate life and relationships: 

wisdom and courage.

~Dr. Gail K. James~

In this book, Dr. James shows how courage is necessary
to keep moving forward despite the pain and trauma of

your past and how to get from the pit to the palace.



















Long Beach, CA, September 25, 2023 - Dr. Gail
James a native of St Thomas Virgin Islands, and

esteemed Clinical Christian Therapist, Inspirational
Speaker, and visionary behind Sanctuary of Change,

has recently achieved remarkable milestones that
have garnered worldwide attention. 

Dr. James, known for her unwavering commitment
to empowering individuals to overcome adversity,

has been crowned Mrs. International Woman of
Achievement, representing The US. Virgin Islands. 

The mission of Woman of Achievement is to
recognize & develop women leaders in their

communities. The pageant took place on September
22-24, 2023 in Long Beach, California aboard the

Historic Queen Mary. Women from around the world
competed for the prestigious titles. The categories

included, Public speaking, Platform, Interviews, and
cultural wear. 

Additionally, Dr. Gail James is one of the 21 Women
to Watch from the US Virgin Islands presented by

Courageous Woman Magazine and her newly
released book, “From the Pit to The Palace,” has

soared to the #1 spot on the Amazon Bestsellers list.  
. . .

Press Release
Dr. Gail James Crowned 

Mrs. International Woman of Achievement
Representing the U.S. Virgin Islands.

“I aim to light a path of resilience
intertwining my journey with empowering
solutions,” says Dr. Gail James. “My story
becomes a guiding light for those who’ve

endured childhood abuse. Through shared
experiences and observations, I offer solace

and a roadmap to renewed strength and
unbreakable spirit.” ~Dr. Gail James











Dr. Gail James is a licensed clinical
Christian therapist and motivational
speaker. She owns a counseling and

consulting service where she primarily
handles those in need of trauma, mental
health, and substance abuse counseling

in addition to family therapy. 

Dr. James is also the founder of
Sanctuary of Change, a nonprofit
organization that works to bring

solutions to survivors of childhood
sexual abuse and domestic violence. In

addition to this, she is the CEO of the
Xtraordinary Services 4  Xtraordinary

People Agency.

    Dr. James earned her bachelor’s    ....
......degree in psychology from Palm

..........Beach State College in 2002. She
.........continued her education and
........earned her master’s degree in

....biblical studies in 2014 and her Ph.D.
in Christian counseling in 2015 from St.

Thomas Christian University.

Biography

Dr. Gail’s Books



Talk Show &
Conference Guest

Speaker



Featured Talks &
Seminars

Forgiveness
Domestic Violence

Childhood Sexual Abuse
Trauma

Self-Love
Entrepreneurship

Overcoming Obstacles
Women's Empowerment

Ministry

Dr. James recognizes the importance of
ensuring that participants at conferences,

seminars, and retreats not only leave
motivated but also equipped with practical
problem-solving skills. She combines sound
business principles, real-life examples, and
compelling narratives in her motivational
speeches to empower individuals with the

creative inspiration needed to develop
effective solutions. Her approach ensures that

audiences are not only motivated but also
better prepared to make significant

contributions to both their personal lives and
organizations.

Dr. Gail James speaks on the following
platforms:



Speaking Topics
How to Forgive Without Expectation
Navigating Life's Transitions
Healing The Inner You
Identify and Explore Your Self-Worth
Navigating New Beginnings
Ending Destructive Relationships and
Behaviors
Harmonizing Heart and Hustle
Nurturing Relationships and Self
Resilience in Womanhood
How to Maximize your Potential for
Entrepreneurial Success
Legacy and Leadership
Purpose and Vision
Flourishing in the Fullness of Purpose and
Destiny
How to Heal from Pain and Trauma
How to Lead from Purpose
How to Move from Trauma to Triumph
Lead in Ministry from Purpose
Overcoming Abandonment and Rejection
from Childhood Sexual Abuse
How to Grow Gracefully



My work as a clinical Christian therapist is directly tied to this non-
profit because I counsel some of the survivors who request services
from our agency. My primary goal is to help these survivors see
themselves the way God and I see them as beautiful and marvelous.

What is the central theme of your book,
 “From the Pit to the Palace: My Rise from 
Pain to Purpose?”

The theme of my book is that your pain 
is instrumental in getting you to your purpose.

Can you provide insights into the significance of the title “From the
Pit to the Palace” and its relation to your personal story?

I would describe my childhood and young adulthood as the pit
because it was when I felt I was at my lowest. My pit brought me
pain and suffering, but it also propelled me to my purpose. I feel like
I literally went from the pit to the palace because the very things I’m  
doing and living now are a direct result of the character,
determination, motivation, and perseverance I needed to survive
during my pit experience and now I can say I’m in my palace
...experience. 

How has your background in trauma, mental health, and family
therapy influenced the insights you share in your book?

My background as a therapist is highly influential in the advice that I
provide in this book to assist survivors on their healing journey. 

I use some of the very tools I was taught during my education and
my own personal experiences in an effort to assist others in healing
from the pain, hurt, and abuse that they’ve experienced. 

Can you elaborate on the role of “Sanctuary of Change” in your
mission to aid abuse victims, and how it ties into your work as a
Clinical Christian Therapist? 

Sanctuary of Change is a non-profit that I founded to assist
survivors of sexual abuse and domestic violence with free
counseling, free housing to escape an abusive home, and financial
assistance for assistance in a safe exit plan. 

Interview Questions



books at drgailjames.com.

Could you share some of the key lessons 
and empowering solutions that you offer 
to survivors of childhood abuse in your book?

1. Identify your trauma. What is it that caused you the pain and
despair that you feel?

2. Acknowledge your feelings. I am feeling sad, depressed,
abandoned, rejected, abused and unloved. 

3. Give yourself the okay to feel these emotions. It is okay to feel
abandoned, refused, rejected, unloved, and abused but just don’t
stay there.

4. Get up and start to work on your healing journey. Whether it’s
therapy, meditation, prayer, worship, exercise, or reading, start
working on your healing.

5. Liberate yourself from the guilt and shame that tends to linger
with you because you have all the reasons why this shouldn’t have
happened to you. There is no way you could have prevented it
because you only have control over your behaviors. 

6. Learn to forgive yourself and the person who hurt you without
receiving an apology. Forgiveness is not necessary for the other
person it’s necessary for you so you can go on and be a better
version of yourself and not a bitter version of yourself.

What’s next for you?

I will be launching my trauma coaching program. My entrepreneur
coaching program is  also soon to come. I am now mentoring others
in trauma and entrepreneurship. You can also go to my website to
sign up for workshops, book me for speaking events, and purchase

Interview Questions
Continued



JAMESJAMES
Dr. GailDr. Gail

To learn more about Dr. Gail James or to
arrange an interview, please contact us.

Info and Bookings 
Contact: Telishia Berry - 951.704.2079

         info@drgailjames.com
         www.drgailjames.com         

Social Media:
drgailjames1

drgailjames

dr-gail-james-87627487/
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